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Iranian crisis

Carter decision threatens
Iranian student visas

Buckley speaks
by Brian Wirth
Prominent journalist William F.
Buckley Jr. orally overpowered a
large audience numbering some
1,500 people at De Anza College’s
Flint Center Wednesday night.
Buckley spoke on a variety of
national and international topics,
including the Iranian crisis and
current presidential candidates.
"The American hostages are de
facto," he said. "In effect, they are
prisoners of war."
Buckley, in essence, urged that
a declaration of war should have
been issued against Iran at least five
days after the takeover of the U S.
Embassy and the holding of
American hostages.
"There are many ways of
declaring war against a nation
without raining bombs on them," he
said. "Other appropriate measures
can be taken such as economic
boycott and blockade.
"I know it sounds harsh but
there has not been one instance
where prisoners of war have been
the top priority in the war
proceedings of countries," Buckley
said.
Buckley said also that since a
"state of war" exists between the
U.S. and Iran, it would be appropriate for America to intern
Iranians in this country. "The
of Iranians interned )
number
would be roughly half the number of
Japanese interned in the U.S. in
1942," he said.
Buckley, a graduate of Yale, is
the editor of the National Review
and has been the host of a weekly
television discussion series, ’’Firing
Line," since 1966.
His current book, "Who’s On
First?" is rated fifth on the national
bestseller list and his nationally
syndicated column "On The Right"
can be read in many newspapers.
Asked which presidential
candidate would win the election,
Buckley replied, after considering
the "variables" of "bribes, kickbacks, campaigning and New
Hampshire," in November ’ it’s
going to be Carter and Reagan and
Reagan is going to beat him."
Buckley was asked by someone
in the audience if Carter was a pawn
of the Rockefeller clan. He replied,
"If Carter is a pawn of Rockefeller,
then Rockefeller is abnormally
stupid. The notion is preposterous
and is a neurosis which we should
avoid."
A registered
Republican,
Buckley said the "Carter ( foreign
and economic ) policy is disastrous.
He operates more out of ignorance
than knowledge and knows nothing
about economics," he said.
Asked to consider how he would
upgrade the American electorate,
Buckley smiled and said, "I guess
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by Yastmori Chiba
Iranian students may face difficulty studying in
this country as a result of President Carter’s announcement that the United States broke diplomatic
relations with Iran on Monday in a response to the
continued holding of 50 American hostages in Tehran
since Nov. 4.
President Carter’s order that invalidated visas
issued to Iranians for future arrival in the United
States will not immediately affect the status of
private Iranian citizens already here with valid
visas.
However, the order might require many Iranians
to leave the United States when their visas expire in
coining months. Carter said new visas or renewals
will not be issued except for -compelling and proven
humanitarian reasons."
"It’s not clear whether or not he ( Carter I was
talking about the renewals of their visas for extensions of their stays in this country," said Tom
Coke, an international student adviser at SJSU.
If the Immigration and Naturalization Service
( INS) did not renew the Iranian students’ visas,
many of the Iranian students whose visas expire in
coming months would have to leave this country,
according to Coke.
Iranian students will also face financial problems
because they will not get any money from Iran, Coke
said.
After the Iranian revolution, the Iranian
government restricted the amounts of money going
out of Iran. Thus, the Iranian students had to get
approval from Iranian consulates while notifying
them of the amounts of money they needed to study
and live here, before their parents could send money
to them, Coke explained.

There are more than 45,000 Iranians in California, about 15,000 in the northern part of the state.
About 200 Iranians lined up each day at the San
Francisco consulate for assistance, according to the
San Jose Mercury Tuesday.
However, since the San Francisco consulate was
closed down, Iranian students will not be able to get
any assistance this way again.
"It will be necessary to make a new system,"
Coke said.
Coke also said that Iranian students would feel
that they are not secure in the broken diplomatic
relations. "Iranian students have had many problems
since last November. It’s pretty hard to concentrate
on their own studies besides these problems."
According to Betty Johnson, an officer at the Bay
Area National Lawyers Guild in San Francisco, the
INS either denies any change of visas requested by
Iranian students or just puts those requests in
drawers.
"They the INS ) don’t know what they can do
right now," Johnson said. "Their policy is different
depending on persons we talked to.
"Nobody knows what’s going to happen,"
Johnson added.
An Iranian student at SJSU, who would not
identify himself, said that Carter’s action will affect
many Iranian students. But since his parents are
already American citizens, he said, he does not
worry about his status seriously.
Another Iranian student, who also did not identify
himself, said, "So far I don’t have any problem. I
don’t know what’s going to happen tomorrow, though.
"At least they should renew the visa reasonably,
and we will have to manage somehow to get money
from home," he added.

SJSU Prop. 9 discussions
pose problems for faculty
by Da tod Perna

Author -commentator William F. Buckley Jr. discusses current
issues Wednesday night at De Anza College.
by urging a lot of people not to vote.
"Actually, how many people
who vote is not that significant," he
said. "How people use their vote is
what counts. Don’t vote unless you
think through and consider all sides
and know exactly what you are
voting for," he said.
He also urged voters not to vote
in mere terms of self-interest, for
that "distorts the representative
process."
Buckley proved a tremendous
stage presence as he listened intently to questions from the
audience and methodically
proceeded to answer them.
While listening to a question, he
would often pace majestically on the
stage and thrust his hands into his
pockets.
After concisely and thoroughly
thinking the question through, he
would approach the microphone and
very eloquently and articulately
elaborate on the topic, sometimes

with biting sarcasm, but not once
raising his voice.
An absolute advocate of the free
market system, Buckley heavily
criticized those who favor socialist
or "redistributive systems." He
called John Kenneth Galbraith, a
well-known socialist economist, "the
best criticizer of the free marketplace outside of Pol Pot," the former
leader of the Cambodian Khmer
Rouge regime.
Asked what he felt had hurt Sen.
Edward Kennedy’s chances of
gaining the presidency, Buckley
said it has been "half Chappaquidick
and half his statements on Iran. But
I think the main factor is that people
think he is too stridently to the left
wing."
Finally, backstage, he was
asked when he would run for the
presidency. He smiled thoughtfully
as if hiding some inner secret and
said, "After I write my first serious
novel."

SJSU band seeks funding
for trip to Rose Parade
by Ron Regalia
The SJSU marching band was officially invited to the
1981 Tournament of Roses Parade this week and immediately announced plans to seek community funding
for the event.
"The invitation doesn’t mean we’re going," assistant
band director Scott Pierson said. He added, however, that
the band is "firmly committed" to honoring the invitation.
"This is too good an opportunity to pass up," Pierson
said. "We’re going to work our buns off to get there."
Both Pierson and Music Department Chairman
Robert Cowden estimated the total cost of the trip, including food, lodging and bus transportation, at $18,000 to
$20,000.
"Right now, we don’t have the money to go," Cowden
said.
The parade will be included in the band’s university
budget request for 1980-81, Pierson said. The money
requested would be in addition to normal football season
operating expenses, he added.
Last fall the band received $30,000 from Instructionally Related Activities and the Music Department.
Cowden, however, said the trip will probably be
financed through off-campus fund-raising and support.
"I can’t believe much, if any, of that money will come
from the university," he said. No formal proposal for
university funding has been made but it is a "discussable
issue," he added.
The university doesn’t have the money to fund the
trip, and it would make more sense, in the light of
Proposition 9, to seek outside support, Cowden said.
The Tournament of Roses Parade, he said, should be a
special activity apart from the regular Music Department
activities.
The Band Booster’s Association will be working to
involve the community in the project, Pierson said.
The Rose Parade would mean much national

recognition for the band, the Music Department and the
university, he added.
"A local college band on television will be
representing Santa Clara County and music in general,"
Pierson said.
No deadline has been given for officially accepting the
invitation, he said. The Rose Bowl Committee "assumes
we are coming," he added.
"The band has basically accepted the invitation,"
Pierson said. "If we do officially respond, we are hoping it
will be positive."
The band was invited to the Jan. 1, 1980 Rose Parade
following its performances at Long Beach State
University and Disneyland last November, Pierson said.
The fall budget, however, had been exhausted and the
invitation was declined, he added.
Pierson hopes the nine months advance notice for the
1981 parade will be enough to raise the necessary funding.
Rose Parade invitations are usually not mailed until
September, he said. The band, however, has been in
contact with the parade committee since last fall, he
added.
The initial bid for the 1981 parade was made in
December.
The early invitation gives the band a "powerful
vehicle for immediate fund-raising efforts," Cowden said.
"We would like to know by the time school starts next
fall whether we’ll be able to go," Pierson said.
The band will begin extensive physical preparation
for the parade immediately after the SJSU football season
ends next fall, Pierson said.
The grueling parade involves six miles of non-stop
marching on concrete, he added.
Song routines must be chosen and prepared to match
the parade’s 1981 "Great Outdoors" theme, Pierson said.
The Rose Parade would be a "good recruiting tool"
for the band in efforts to attract high school musicians, he
added.

by Boni Brewer
Many people at SJSU say it’s
hard - if not impossible - to
separate politics from educating the
university community on the
possible impact of the Proposition 9
income tax -cutting initiative.
So the problem has become one
of deciding where to draw the line.
Many here feel SJSU President
Gail Fullerton’s calling of a Prop. 9
informational meeting today between 2 and 3 p.m. in the Spartan
Gym, for which teachers may cancel
classes, is necessary. But others call
it "playing politics."
It is illegal for university personnel, or any public employee, to
take a political stand using public
funds, according to state law.
But "factual analysis" of Prop.
9’s fiscal impact can be presented,
according to California State
University and Colleges legal adviser Bruce Richardson.
The problem with Prop. 9,
however, is that no one is sure of the
facts, and any talk of tuition of layoff
possibilities is mainly speculative.
Losses to the California State
University and Colleges system
have been estimated at anywhere
from 10 to 30 percent, should Prop. 9
pass on June 3. But Gov. Jerry
Brown will not be issuing a postProp. 9 budget as expected because
a multitude of uncertainties cloud
planning.
Fullerton’s intention in holding
the meeting is "to discuss what we
do know and what we can
reasonably assume would be the
impact of Prop. 9, and what alternatives we may have," according to
a March 26 memo written by
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns for Fullerton.
The "anxiety and uncertainty"
over next year’s budget "are
beginning to affect the way we feel
about ourselves and the university,"
Burns added.
While some students wondered
why classes are not cancelled for
other propositions and political
issues, SJSU political science
professor Larry Gerston said "This
is something that happens to affect
us more."
Gerston, who teaches state
politics, said that while he has
"never exerted pressure for
students to vote one way or
another," Prop. 9 is particularly
relevant to his class.
"This is a great opportunity to
discuss something in the making you
can’t get out of a book," he said.
"In class, my task is to tell
students what’s at stake - who wins
and who loses. Once that information is made available, they
can make their own choices accordingly.
"I’ve told students it means a
drastic cut in state income taxes and
that the people who pay most in
income taxes ( the affluent) will
benefit most," Gerston said.
"On the other hand, it’s fair to

say if the state is going to suffer
cuts, non -mandated areas such as
education, transportation and
mental health will be hurt most.
"It’s reasonable to make
students aware that Prop. 9 might
not just mean tuuition but a major
policy shift," he added.
But Gerston said if he weren’t
teaching a class directly related to
Prop. 9, he would "refrain" from
talking about it.
Arlene Okerlund, English
professor and associate dean of the
School of Humanities and Arts, said
she supported Fullerton’s calling the
meeting.
"This is the first time all year
she’s addressed faculty. She’s absolutely right. It’s different from
using class time. She gave ample
opportunity for teachers to hold
classes if they want."
She added, however, that
talking about Prop. 9 is "inappropriate" inside the classroom
unless related to course content. She
said the farthest she’d go is possibly
wearing a "No On 9" button.
Carol Richert, a recreation
senior at SJSU, said she feels Prop. 9
"is an important issue" and that
students’ have to understand how
this affects us. It’s helpful to hear
teachers’ point of view, but I guess it
depends on how far they go."

Richert said a speaker came to
her supervisory recreation class
warning students of the possible
negative impact on recreation
financing.
"He made clear it was his
opinion," she said, adding she felt it
helpful to students trying to plan for
their careers.
"It’s like religion. Teachers
have to understand it can be offensive. If it becomes bitter ( with
students), maybe they shouldn’t
even talk about it until they’re on
right terms with each other."
Dan O’Keefe, who is running for
the 12th District State Senate seat,
said university students "are in the
center of learning - can tell fact
from fiction. If biased, they ought to
be able to decide for themselves."
He added that while Fullerton
has the right to make her presentation, "if that power is abused, it
could seriously affect voters confidence and result in a backlash."
O’Keefe called UC President
David Saxon’s sending out of 110,000
letters to UC students warning them
of possible tuition if Prop. 9 passes
was -a misuse" of public funds.
The letter, which also said
Saxon would do everything in his
power to defeat Prop. 9, cost between $30,000 and $40,000. Prop. 9
proponents have filed suit against
him.
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Rude smokers
ask for trouble

by Marion Chiri

Asmicuite ’Sem% Editor
It happened again last week.
I was sitting in an Italian
restaurant, enjoying dinner with
friends, when he sat down at a table
next tome with his spaghetti.
He seemed like such a sweet old
man until he did something so
ridiculous I couldn’t believe my
eyes.
He lit a cigarette with a great
flourish, set it in an ashtray with the
smoke blowing in my direction, and
proceeded to start eating.
What was so sick about the
whole thing was the fact that he
wasn’t smoking that cigarette - he
wasn’t even looking at it. All he was
doing was sitting there enjoying his
dinner while preventing me from
enjoying mine, as my eyes watered
and! started to sneeze and cough.
I never used to be militant about
such things - my mother smoked the
whole time I lived at home. In fact,
she started smoking before I was
born. Maybe that’s the reason I’m
five inches shorter than my older
sister.
But lately I’ve begun to realize
how sick it is that sonic people are
demanding the right to destroy the
health of others.
If smokers want to smoke, fine let them kill themselves. But they
should have someplace else to go so
have a right to stay alive.
The fact that smoking harms the
health of everyone around the
smoker is what makes it so obnoxious. While someone getting
drunk may be irritating to those in
the area, at least everybody else

doesn’t have to get cirrhosis of the
liver, When someone smokes, so
does everybody else around.
I have encountered a few considerate smokers. A friend asked me
to visit several times, but I was
reluctant to, since his mother
smokes. When I finally did spend
some time there, she took the
trouble never to smoke around me
because she knows how sick it
makes me. But how many people
would care enough to do that?
I can’t forget one of the teachers
at the junior high school where I
used to work. He and several others
used my working area as a teachers’
lounge. He would pace up and down,
smoking like the proverbial train.
When springtime came, all my
aliergies piled up and I sneezed
violently every time he lit up.
My sneezing attacks always
drew dirty looks from him, as if I
were doing it purposely to annoy
him. It never occurred to him how
annoying and damaging his dirty
habit was tome.
One day I finally had to tell the
others in the office, between
sneezes, that I was leaving for a few
minutes and would be back when he
left.
When I returned, my fellow
secretaries told me all the sarcastic
remarks he made about me, ending
with, -Tell her she can come back
now - I’m leaving."
What a jerk ! He acted like! was
supposed to apologize for getting
sick as a result of his lack of consideration.
The greatest absurdity is
hospital waiting rooms that allow

smoking.
I was sitting in an emergency
room with bronchitis when the
person next to me lit up. She
proceeded to blow smoke in both my
face and her baby’s. When I asked
her ( politely ) if she would put it out
because there were sick people
present, she got very angry and told
me I could go wait in another section.
I was too ill to argue at the time,
but when I think of it now, I get mad.
I not only get mad at that inconsiderate person, who didn’t even
care if she harmed her own baby’s
health, but I get mad at myself.
I get intimidated because I don’t
want to be rude, but what the hell
was she being if not rude?
I’ve taken smoke in the lungs too
many times and I don’t think I
should have to hide in my house
because people want to smoke in
public.
Requiring non-smoking sections
is not unreasonable. If we want to be
unreasonable, maybe we should
outlaw smoking altogether. As we
know from Prohibition, this wouldn’t
stop people from smoking. But at
least a non-smoker could go out in
public without feeling wrong about
wanting to breathe.
I walked out of the Italian
restaurant without challenging the
little old man. I never told the junior
high school teacher where he could
put his cigarettes. I didn’t tell the
woman in the hospital that she
should be the one to move.
But I think I’m going to stop
worrying about being rude now. I’d
rather be rude than seriously ill.
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Shopping centers, stoplights choke suburbs
by Scott Mace
News Editor

"Gee, the traffic looks worse,"
That’s what several members of
my family invariably say when they
return periodically to San Jose,
once, but no longer, their home.
The last few years have been
particularly bad - the price of gas
notwithstanding - as developers
scurry to build shopping centers on
every scrap of ground left bare until
now.
It is this "filling in" more than

continued sprawl or even new home
building that is eroding the quality of
life.
What once were the freewheeling suburbs now look more like
downtown San Jose every day, at
. least when it comes to traffic.
But worst of all, where in
downtown San Jose those
remarkable inventions of man traffic signals - seem to work in
some sort of harmony, out in the
suburbs, some intersections look
like lunacy.

Let me explain. When all those
suburban shopping centers started
going in, more and more traffic
signals were needed to get the cars
in and out.
Compounding the problem,
though, city planners decided to
locate two, three or four shopping
centers in proximity to the same
intersection.
So we ended up with the
Westgate-El Paseo de Saratoga
mess, the Valley Fair-Town and
Country snarl and the countless

letters
’Challenge’
Editor:
Mr. Ron Regalia, in his story
about my "challenge" of the recent
A.S. constitution election, seems not
to understand that a "challenge" is
the only recourse available to bring
electorial matters before the A.S.

Judiciary.
I stated that I was reluctant to
use the word "challenge" but that it
was the only way to raise the
question of procedural correctness.
The A.S. Judiciary has now
upheld the right of any person or
group on campus to conduct elections without the participation or
existence of the A.S. Election Board

as long as "no one is hurt."
This decision opens up the
governing process to anyone, not
just the A.S. Council.
True, anarchy may not have
been what A.S. Council intended, but
the unlimited potential for anarchy
is the result of A.S. Council’s haste.
Michael Dutton
History Graduate

points where Alpha Beta, Ralph’s,
Safeway, Lucky and others come
together.
Instead of simple stop-go traffic
lights like downtown, we have threeway signals, long left turns and Uturns.
Traffic lanes are so narrow,
lights have to be specially angled to
be read only from that lane, and
sometimes they cannot be read at
all, causing massive tie-ups.
The traffic signal epidemic may
be necessary, of course, to protect
poor pedestrians or cyclists, who see
their names on every car bumper
that zooms by.

Perhaps signals are meant to
discourage driving. Maybe it is
something like Berkeley’s street
barricades, which prevent travel
from point A to point B anywhere in
the city to appease neighborhood
residents.
Perhaps President Carter ordered installation of new signals as
part of his program to cut down on
driving by sheer discouragement.
This, of course, ignores the
thousands ( millions? billions? of
gallons of gasoline wasted daily
nationwide by cars and trucks
waiting for their turn to go at the
traffic light.

So what am I advocating? A
mass protest where we disobey all
traffic lights and send the fatality
rate zooming?
Apparently,
from
recent
statistics, some drivers on the fringe
are already waging such a protest.
But no. I think a better idea
would be to examine the sanity of
city planners and engineers who
seem to feel that only confusing and
long traffic signals, and plenty of
them, are necessary, and that the
best thing to do with that vacant lot
down the street is put in another
furniture store or fast-food stand.
Maybe it’s better not to know.

Great White Hope search
damages minority athletes
by Jeff Morris
Staff Writer

It’s called the search for a
-Great White Hope," a unique
anemia in American sports that is
becoming the rage among white fans
in sports dominated by blacks today.
It goes back a long way, almost
70 years ago, when an arrogant Jack
Johnson took the coveted
heavyweight boxing crown from
Tommy Burns on Dec. 26, 1908, in
Sydney, Australia.
White Americans searched far
and wide for a "White Hope" who
could return the crown back to its socalled "rightful place."
By defeating Johnson, whites
sought to redeem the faith in white
supremacy in the boxing ring at that
time.
It would not be until 1915, in a
much disputed bout, that Jess
Willard took back the title for white
America.
For many years after, the term
"Great White Hope" was used only
in reference to boxing became, up
until the late 1940s, blacks did not
participate in any other professional
sport.
But today the term is also used
in basketball, where the exploits of
Boston rookie Larry Bird are being
hyped because he is white.

This country is built on competition and sports stars have long
been heroes for fans.
White fans were happy as long
as Babe Ruth, Jack Dempsey and
George Mikan dominated their
respective sports. But as soon as the
Muhammad Alis, Reggie Jacksons
and O.J. Simpsons began to arrive
on the scene, the cry went up for a
white counterpart.
Currently, especially in
basketball, white fans are beginning
to show an uneasiness. It is a known
fact around the NBA that to field five
black starters is sometimes
financially disastrous.
Some of this resentment surfaced early this year in the NBA
when the New York Knickerbockers
started five blacks. Mail flooded the
Knicks’ office and early-season gate
receipts dropped by 10 percent.
In an article in the February
edition of Ebony magazine, Knicks’
owner Sonny Werblin admitted that
he received numerous letters from
fans suggesting the team change its
name to the "Niggerbockers."
The same article recounts a
situation on the 1974 Notre Dame
basketball team, which also started
five blacks. Head coach Digger
Phelps may have liked the idea but a
strong segment of the alumni

rebelled.
Alumni mail said in no uncertain
terms that they would not support an
all-black squad. Since then, the Irish
have always had at least one white
player on the floor at all times, and
Notre Dame usually has one white
star.
The results at the box office are
used to support the search for a
"White Hope." Some 90 percent of
fans at professional games are white
and it is not good business to offend
the hand that feeds you.
The media are forever raising
the question about the NBA being
dead and the lack of excitement in
boxing - two sports that blacks
continue to dominate.
It is almost certain that the
search for White Hopes will continue
because white America seems to
have a need to be reminded that minorities are not taking over the athletic spectrum of society.
This search essentially hurts a
talented black athlete who is left off
a team because owners, coaches and
fans need to see a white face, even if
he or she doesn’t play very often.
In many cases, an athlete is left
out in the cold or must attempt to
overcome a less talented white
player.

Daily Policy
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
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The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions and news stories.
Comments,
columns
and
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.

Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
byline attributing the article accordingly.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length.

Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is
received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.

All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
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Berry, Spartans close to signing 3 recruits
by Jon Bloom
With the first day of
basketball national letter
of intent signings already
come and gone, coach Bill
Berry and the PCAA
champion SJSU Spartans
are eagerly awaiting the
anticipated signings of
three top junior college

players.
According to SJSU
Information
Sports
Director Steve Carp, the
have
an excellent
Spartans
chance of landing the
highly touted Cookie Jones
of I,os Angeles City College
along with Oxnard Junior
Colleg standouts Johnny

SJSU in the fall.
A letter of intent officially signifies the school
a recruit has chosen to
attend.
Jones, a 6-0, 165-pound
guard, averaged 16 points
and six rebounds for L.A.
City while leading the team
in assists.

Rodgers and Mike Anderson.
All three recently
attended the Spartan
basketball awards dinner
and have been on campus
over the past week, according to Carp, but have
not officially signed the
letter of intent to attend

Winning keys new fullback
by Jon Bloom
Having a winning
background is always a
great psychological advantage for an athlete
If he knows he can win
from past experience, it
makes the tough task at
hand all the easier.
Roy Smalley is a
winner, his track record
will attest to that, and the
highly recruited fullback
from San francisco’s
Galileo High and City
College sees SJSU as yet
opwinning
another
portunity, though spring
practice has only just
begun.
"I’ve never played on a
losing team," the 6-0, 210pound Smalley said. And I
don’t think I’ll start now.
"There’s a big difference between junior
college ball and the level
San Jose is on. Here you
have to do you best all the
time to win, but I feel that
SJSU is competitive.
beat
Pac-I0
They’ve
schools, and I think the
team will do well."
Spartan head coach
Jack Elway was very
pleased that Smalley was
included in this year’s
bumper crop of football
recruits.
SJSU will have a large
hole to fill in the offensive
backfield with the graduation of Jewerl -Thomas.
the
feels
Elway
sophomore back will have
an excellent chance to step
into a vacant backfield
spot, citing Smalley’s
physical attributes as well
as attitude as his strong
points.
"Roy’s a great kid and
a great athlete," the
Spartan sideline general
said
after Smalley’s
signing was announced
early last month. "He’s got
a great attitude and that
always helps. And he’s
really willing to work."
After an illustrious
career at Galileo High
under coach George White,
which saw him lead the
Lions to a 15-4 record over
many
seasons,
two
universities began to
contact the man who had
now become known as
"Ramblin’ Roy."
Idaho State, Cal
Poly -San Luis Obispo
and St. Mary’s all tried to
lure the powerful back to
but
their programs
Smalley chose to attend
City Colege much the way
another Galileo grad, 0.J

Should Jones choose
SJSU, he will be bidding for
the backcourt spot opposite
stellar guard Mike Mendez
which was recently
vacated by graduating
senior Dan Sullivan.
Anderson is a 6-5, 190pound forward who was the
conference player of the
year while at Oxnard,
where he averaged 19
points and nine rebounds a
game this season.
He was also a first
team
All -Conference
selection the past two

by Jeff Morris
SJSU’s men’s gymnasium, scene of many
Spartan Basketball contests, will be the setting for
an All-Star baseketball
game with a slight twist.
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
the First California All Star Wheelchair Basketwill
be
ball game
showcased, featuring AllStar squads from northern
and southern sections of
the state.
"One reason we are
having this game is to
wheelchair
promote

Hoop
benefit
by Kyle Brehm

Roy Smalley nurses a sore knee in the training room.
Simpson, did.
"I learned a lot there,"
Smalley said of his two
year stint in the Ram’s red
and white. "It gave me a
chance to develop my
skills. I really think that I
could have played PAC -10
ball out of high school but I
wanted some time to improve myself."
Ironically, Smalley
played linebacker almost
exclusively during his first
year at City.
"i Coach George) Rush
was mad at himself
because I wasn’t used right
and he knew it was his
fault," Smalley said. "I
was playing behind a guy
who had a year over me
and he started because of
that.
"Part of the problem
was my fault, too, because
I didn’t complain. ’I’m not
a bitcher but I should have

movement, plus he can
catch the bail and we like
that," McMackin said.
Currently listed third
on the spring practice
depth charts behind seniors
Steve Bradford and Mike
Charles, Smalley believes
he will win the top fullback
spot when spring practice
has run its course.
"I feel like I really
have to prove myself
here," the pre-law major
said. "After coach Elway’s
final evaluation, my goal is
to be at the top of the
charts. I feel like I’m one of
the best."
His record speaks for
itself.

been playing more."
In his second season at
City, Smalley started all 12
games and gained more
than 500 yards, good
enough to be named to the
second team All -Golden
Gate conference.
A second set of
recruiting wars followed
and Smalley finally settled
on SJSU, much to the credit
of Spartan assistant Greg
McMackin.
"He ( McMackin) came
to my house and he came to
practice at City just about
evey other day," Smalley
reminisced. "He really
made me feel like I was
wanted."
characMcMackin
terizes Smalley as a "very
physical, aggressive back"
who has the speed i 4.6 over
40 yards) to go outside.
"He’s a great blocker
and has good lateral

in what should be a
very interesting conflict,
the NFL San Francisco
49ers and the Oakland
Raiders meet on hardwood
instead of grass in a benefit
basketball game in the
SJSU men’s gym Friday
night at 7:30.
Admission is $4 and all
proceeds go to the Eshmun
Foundation which aids
children an adults with
learning and communication disorders.
Tickets are available
at the San Jose Box Office
and at the door.
Players participating
include Willie Harper,
Ron
Morgan,
Melvin
Walt
and
Singleton
Downing of the 49ers and
Art Shell, Dave Casper,
Dave Browning and Ray
Chester of the Raiders.

JOIN FORCES WITH
THE RED BARON
The RED BARON STEAK
HOUSE, located at

STUPID

also
Aerobic Dance
Ballet
Belly Dancing

basektball as a legitamate
athletic event, not just a
bunch of courageous people
getting sweaty," said
Cathy Curtis, a physical
therapist at Santa Clara
Valley Medical Center.
Curtis is also the coach
of the Golden Spokes,
which has three members
on the North squad.
One of the North
players, Dave Efferson, is
a student at SJSU majoring
in occupational Therapy.
-we play unaer INUAA
rules with a few changes to
accomodate the players,
but for this game we will
have a 30-second clock,"
Curtis said in a telephone
interview yesterday.
son,othermembersof
theGoldenSpokeschosenf or
the contest are Hugh Scott,
Calvin Young and Jim
Geiser. Scott and Young are
San Jose natives while
Geiser hails from San
I,eandro.
Wheelchair hoop rules
vary slightly from the
norm.
Players are allowed to
double dribble but a player
must pass the ball after two

pushes on the wheels of the
chair.
’The basket is 10 feet
high just like a regulation
game and the wheelchair is
considered a part of the
player,’ Curtis said.
Players for each squad
are selected on the basis of
their maneuverability and
talent.
Admission tothegameis
$2 for adults and $1 for those
uner 12. The proceeds will be
donated to the patient

Kodak
Copies
2c Each

40%-60% Off
Cross Country
Rental Skis

first copies 5c
25

minimum

ALL
AMERICAN
iCOPY INC.
4071

Santa Clara St

295-6600/295.7778

; Bus

hr
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8-8 Sat 10-6

activity fund at Santa
Clara Valley Medical
Center, according to Berr!,
Morgan, a recreational
therapist at the Medical
Center.
Tickets are available
at the Medical Center.
_.. -,..,-,-:"-...,,,,,,-.)--,--w..,-:,....v.,---,,,,
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20% OFF
NORTH FACE

PAPPFC,11

ANNUAL SPRING SALE
Wednesday, April 9Saturday, April 12
Packs
Geodesic Tents
Polarguard Bags
A -Frame Tents

Palo Alto
383 University
415-327-1563
Sale Hours
Wednesday 10-6
Thursday
10-9
Friday
10-6
Saturday
10-6

tunities day and ttjghl
for students with a
flexible schedule.
Please inquire in
person, Mon-Thurs from
2-5 P.M.

KINKO’S COPIES

1

481 E SAN CARL OS ST
1408) ?95 5511
123 SO I HIRE) ‘IT 1408)2954336

2500 Cunningham Ave.
San Jose
923-6060

A.S. Government Elections
The A.S. Office is accepting applications for
the following positions:
Board of Directors

Executive Offices

Director of Academic Affairs
Director of Business Affairs
Director of California State Affairs
Director of Communications
Director of Community Affairs
Director of Intercultural Affairs
Director of Ethnic Affairs
Director of Personnel
Director of Sponsored Programs
Director of Student Services
Director of Non-traditional Minority Affairs
Director of Student Rights and Responsibilities

President
Vice-President
Comptroller
Academic Senate
3 Seats

Many more
items at
reduced
savings’

Quantity is limited
on some items
shop early to avoid
disappointment!
We accept Visa
Master Charge and
American Express

Seconds are items
Campbell
with minor defects
349 E Campbell which have no effect
408-374-5205
on function.
Sale Hours
Wednesday 10-6
Thursday
10-8
Friday
10-6
Saturday
10-6

THE
NORTH&
FACEN

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MONDAY, APRIL 14

CHALLENGING CIVILIAN
ENGINEERING POSITIONS
WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Civil (Structural) Engineers
Nuclear Engineers

U.S. Citizenship required
Starting salaries up to $21.000 depending
on qualifications
Excellent opportunities for advancement under the Merit System to
Senior Engineer levels with pay levels in 521.000-$32.000 range. Al)
Federal Civil Service Benefits
Liberal vacation allowance paid
sick leave, partially employer -funded life and health insurance
programs. excellent retirement plan. Relocation allowance for self
and dependents.
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard has been established for over 85 yearc,
Located in scenic Bremerton on a deep water arm of Puget Sound it
is a semi -rural community with a mild. climate, only one hour from
Seattle, recently recognized by several publications as the city with
the best -quality of life- in the country.
Contact your Placement Office for an interview on April 14 If this
date is inconvenient, you may call Toll Free 1-800-426-5996 or if you
wish, you may mail a resume to:

New Ware Disco

Jazz
Tap

Applications are available in the A.S. Office and
are due no later than 3:15, April 1 I th, but may be
submitted any time before then.
An orientation meeting for all candidates will be
held on April Ilth at 3 p.m.
For more information call 277-3201.

Tumbling
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THE DANCE
AFFAIR
243-4834
All Ages and Abilities
Space for this ad paid for by A S
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Reid-HA/fair Airport,
has employment oppor-

It s stupid to pay more when we II make high
quality Xerox copies for you for only 4C
And 3’( overnight
And we reproduce dissertations on thesis
quality cotton rag for only 8C
No minimums

_

Dance/Exercise
Classes

hy Greg Richard

Coach Bill Berry

Wheelchair all-stars in hoop game

Spartan Daily
Serving lb Sao Jose Stale
University Community
Shire 1934
CSPS 509480
Second class postage paid at San
Jose. California Member of California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press Published daily by San
Jose State University, during
the college year The opinions
expressed in the paper are not
necessarily those of the Associated Students, the University Ad.
ministration or the Department
of Journalism and Advertising
Sotwcriptions accepted only on a
remainder of semester basis
Fun academic year, 815 Each
semester, 87 50
(1ff-campus
price per copy, 15 cents Phone:
Editorial 277.3181 Advertising
277-3171 Printed by Nowels Pub.
lientionS

years.
Rodgers, 6-5, 195 pounds, can play either
guard or forward and
netted 14 points and six
rebounds a contest over the
last season.
was
who
Berry,
unabailable for comment
while in Los Angeles to sign
the prospective recruits,
and the rest o his staff have
been working diligently to
fill the voids that will be 1ft
by graduating seniors
Wally
Rank,
Mikki
Jackson, Steve Swarbrick
and Sullivan.

PUGET SOUND NAVAL SHIPYARD
(Attn (1 70 2C1

BREMERTON, WASH. 98314
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

M
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Free spirit Raphael struggling this season
by Jeff Morris
If Spartan pitcher
Randy Raphael’s parents
had their way, he would not
be on the mound this year
for SJSU.
-They told me you can
play if you want to, but we
would rather that you get
yourself together first,"

laughed Raphael who
freely admits to having no
munediate goals in life,
much to his parents’ ire.
The 23-year-old senior
from San Jose’s Leigh High
School has had an up-anddown tenure at SJSU.
After a dismal 2-8
freshman year in 1976,

Raphael sat out his
sophomore year as a
redshirt.
"I had a lot to learn
when I came out of high
school and I made some
mistakes," he explained.
Raphael, who was the
West Valley League MVP
in his senior year at Leigh

spring break SJSU had
committed at least four
errors in each of his first
six starts. This year he is 3-

High School, bounced back
in ’78 for an 11-5 finish.
After an 0-4 start in ’79
the lean 6-2, 185 pound
righthander won four
straight to finish at 7-7.
This year Raphael has
been the victim of his own
sub-par performances and
the fact that until the

"1 can’t put my finger
on the problem this year,
but lately things have been
shaping up," said Raphael,
who got two wins during

Baseball, hot dogs, apple pie and predictions
Ever-willing to place
their feet in their rather
large mouths, four of the
Daily’s more courageous some may say foolhardy staffers decided to try their
hand at predicting the outcome of the four division
races in America’s pastime.
Come to think of it, predicting the results may be
more of a national pastime
than the games themselves.

American League-West
Kansas City, California, Texas, Minnesota, Chicago, Oakland, Seattle.
The Royals are always
tough and this should be
their year with the Angels
losing Nolan Ryan to the
Astros.
American League-East
Baltimore, Milwaukee,
New York, Boston, Detroit,
Cleveland, Toronto.
Tough pitching, combined with excellent managing and adequate hitting
should keep the Birds on
top.

Jon Bloom
Sp.rts %Inter

National League-West
1,os Angeles, Houston,
San Francisco, Cincinnati,
Atlanta. San Diego.
Even though I hate
them, you can bet the
Dodgers want to show last
season’s disaster was a
fluke. Strong pride factor
involved.

National League-East
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Montreal, St. Louis,
Chicago, New York.
The Pirates are just too
strong and pride will make
them want to repeat, while
the Phillies’ Rose and Co.
could bid for top spot if
pitching holds up.

Jeff Rhodie
Forum Editor

National League-West
Houston, Los Angeles,
Cincinnati, Atlanta, San
Diego, San Francisco.
As in the AL., the
Western division is much
weaker than the Eastern.
The Astros should battle it
out to the wire with the
Dodgers.
National League-East
Pittsburgh, Montreal,
Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Chicago, New York.
This could be a dandy
of a race between everyone
but the Cubs and Mets.

American League-West
Texas, California, Kansas City, Minnesota, Chicago, Seattle, Oakland.
This division can’t
compare with the Al..
East, but someone has to
win it and it may as well be
Texas, which has the best
bullpen in the division with
lefty Sparky Lyle and
righty Jim Kern.
American League-East
New York, Baltimore,
Milwaukee, Boston, Detroit, Cleveland, Toronto.
The Yankees tilt to the
left in both pitching and hitting, which is perfect for
Yankee Stadium’s short
right field porch.
Dave Kellogg
Assoc.

sports Editor

treal, St. Louis, Pittsburgh,
Chicago, New York.
Philly got the slice of
humble pie it needed last
year and the change of
manager it needed this
year. When healthy the
Phils batting order is awesome and their pitching is
enough to carry them
through any lean times.
American League-West
Kansas City, California, Texas, Minnesota,
Seattle, Chicago, SJSU,
Woodside High School, anyone else you care to mention, Oakland.
Any time you lose a
pitcher like Nolan Ryan,
you’re in trouble. For that
reason, give the heavy-hitting Royals a narrow edge
over the Angels.
American League-East
Boston, Milwaukee,
Detroit, New York, Baltimore, Cleveland, Toronto.
It’s the last hurrah for
Carlton Fisk, Carl Yaz and
the rest of the Red Sox,
making them sentimental
favorites to take the prima
donna division.

National League-West
Houston, San Francisco, Cincinnati, Los Angeles, Atlanta, San Diego.
Can you imagine facing Nolan Ryan at twilight?
Or Joe Niekro and J.R.
Richard in a doubleheader
with Joe Sambito coming
out of the bullpen? Neither
can anyone else in the Joan Casserly
sum wrikr
West.
National League-West
National League-East
Houston, San FrancisPhiladelphia, Mon- co, Atlanta. Los Angeles,

Cincinnati, San Diego.
Someone once said that
pitching is 90 percent of the
game. If this is so, Houston
should have no problem
this year with the likes of
Nolan Ryan, J.R. Richards
and Joe Sambito.
National League-East
Montreal, Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Chicago, New York.
The Expos are rich
with youth and talent and
can learn from last year’s
mistakes.
American League-West
Texas, Kansas City,
California,
Minnesota,
Oakland, Chicago, Seattle.
There is nothing stopping the Rangers from capturing the division title this
year. Gaylord Perry, along
with relievers Jim Kern
and Sparky Lyle, will allow
Texas to take baseball’s
weakest division.
American League-East
Baltimore, New York,
Boston, Milwaukee, Detroit, Cleveland, Toronto.
Led by pitchers Jim
Palmer and Mike Fiannagan, the Orioles will nudge
out the Yankees for the division crown. Baltimore,
with leading hitter Ken Singleton, will again go all the
way to the series this year.

the Easter break.

Like millions of other
baseball players, Raphael
started his career in little
league.
"I couldn’t hit and I
wasn’t very fast so the best
thing I could do was pitch,"
Raphael said of his
baseball beginnings.
Unlike a lot of athletes.
Raphael admits that he
does not really think of a
career in the pros.
"My age and my
current record are working
against me," Raphael said.
When asked if he was
thinking of a coaching
career,
Raphael
immediately chuckled, "I
don’t think that I could
teach a kid to throw a curve
because I am not too sound
in fundamentals myself.
"Coaching
is not
something that I think I
would excel at because I
am not really, a disciplined
person," he said. "Just ask
my parents."
The slow lifestyle
appeals to Raphael, the
eldest of two brothers.
"I love the Bay Area,
because the pace is a little
slower in some places and
you can always go to The
City (San Francisco; for
the fast life,- Raphael said.
Raphael believes his
best pitch is a fastball and
admits he needs to work on
his slider.
"I used to have a good
slider until I learned to
throw a curve, but with the
way I’m doing this year it
really doesn’t matter what
I throw," Raphael said in
disgust.

by Kyle Brehm

Randy Raphael

USC tennis team
ends SJSU streak
Breaking an eight-match win streak, the SJSU tennis
team succumbed to the University of Southern California Tuesday, dropping a 6-3 decision on the Trojan’s
home courts.
The loss is the Spartans’ third this season, dropping
their record to 13-3.
Nial Brash suffered his first singles’ loss of the
season, surrendering to powerhouse’Robert Vant in a 6-4,
6-3 battle.
On the No. 2 singles court, Paul Batten also met with
defeat, dropping his match to USC’s Bill Nealon after a 60,6-7,6-1 fight.
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Wing’s

Featuring Normandy Crepes
made with fresh, natural ingredients
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Mandarin, Stechuan, Hunan Cuisine
OPEN FOR LUNCH & DINNER
ALSO FOOD TO GO

Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner

Banquet

II 30 2:30 M-Sat
4:30 900 M. Thur
4:30 10:00 F & Sat.
4:00 - 9.’00 suo

Call Ahead for Take Out Orders
579 South Main Street. Milpitas

At

unique eating experience...
at prices you call afford ($225 to $4.25)
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CENTRAL CHINA RESTAURANT

Dinners: Thurs., Fri. & Sat.. 6 to 9
Lunch doily. II to 2:30
71 North San Pedro Square (6 blocks from SJSU)

(Closed Mondays)

1362 S. Winchester Blvd., San Jose, CA 95182
(Between

HamOton & Pa.,,)

Tel. (408) 374-3840

374-3842

131 E. JACKSON ST.
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ALWAYS
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FRANKS-A-MILLION
three Blocks From SJSC, :125 S. First

Shalimar of India
CLASSIC EAST INDIAN CUISINE
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5.30-8:30
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10% off with this ad.

249-3332
Henderson Shopping Center
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soup or salad.
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WALKER’S DELUXE
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West Santa Clara Street

Downtown San Jose
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Pulley campaigns for presidency

rt.
Worker-candidate chases po !cal windmill

by Mark Marymee
Andrew Pulley, a member of United Steelworkers
Local 1066 in Gary, Ind., is on a leave of absence from his
job at the city’s United States Steel mill.
While fellow workers have been granted leaves in the
past due to poor health or personal problems, the 250pound steelworker has a different reason for taking a year
off from work.
He’s running for president of the United States.
Pulley, 28, and Matilde Zimmermann, 36, a staff
writer for the Socialist Workers Party newspaper The
Militant," are the party’s candidates for president and
vice president in 1980.
Even though the pair is crossing the nation searching
for enough voter signatures to guarantee them a spot on
the November ballot ) they need 101,300 in California),
their chances of moving to Washington, D.C., next
January appear miniscule, at best.
First off, Republican front-runner Ronald Reagan has
probably spent more money on bumper stickers than the
entire Socialist Workers Party campaign budget. Pulley
and Zimmermann were alloted a meager budget of
8200,000 following their nominations at last August’s party
convention in Ohio.
Secondly, the party’s "Old Guard" supporters, according to Pulley, consist of college students and workers.
Not only are their numbers small, the 18-25 age group of
voters consistently fails to turn out to vote. As for
workers, the Democrats have traditionally enjoyed a lock
on blue collar workers’ political support.
Finally, if Pulley were to somehow carry a majority
of the popular and electoral votes in November, Congress
would have to amend the Constitution. Pulley is seven
years under the legal minimum age for those who want to
occupy the oval offf ice.
So why is this underaged, presidential Don Quixote
traversing the United States, leaving a wife and a 1 -yearold daughter behind in Chicago, to chase the nation’s No. 1
political windmill?
"I know precisely that I’m going to win," Pulley
answered rather determinatively during a recent campaign stop at SJSU. "I know that the Socialist Workers
Party is going to win and that the working class is going to
win.
’The question is ’when?’
"Our perspective is not limited at all to November,"
Pulley added, drawing deeply on one of a dcrzen cigarettes
he quickly consumed during a 40-minute interview.

by Kyle Brehm

Presidential candidate Andrew Pulley blasted both
Ronald Reagaon and President Carter during a
recent stop at SJSU as part of a nation wide tour.
We’re trying to build a movement that can bring about a
real majority rule in this country and real power to the
working people.
"This campaign here is simply a part of the, uh, long-

range struggle that is necessary, that must be mounted
and that is indispensible for our achieving victory
ultimately," Pulley expounded in one of many wellrehearsed statements he ’offered during the afternoon.
But, while Pulley now frequently draws from standard Socialist doctrine in his speeches and relies heavily
upon historical events to support his party’s efforts, it was
not always that way.
Born the oldest of nine children, Pulley was raised by
his farmhand grandparents in Sidon, Miss., before
moving to Cleveland at the age of 12 in 1963. At 17 he was
kicked out of John Adams High School for organizing a
demonstration protesting the killing of Martin Luther
King Jr. in April 1968.
Facing the choice of joining the Army or answering to
charges of encitement to riot in Cleveland, Pulley opted
for the service and was stationed at Fort Jackson, South
Carolina.
While at Fort Jackson, Pulley worked with a group of
Socialists in the Army and formed a group of "anti-war
soldiers." Following several rallies, Pulley and seven
others were thrown into the fort’s stockade where they
remained for two months before charges against them
were dismissed by military authorities.
It was through this group that Pulley credits his
"conversion" to Socialism.
"I became convinced that there was a better way to
run the world," Pulley said. "I always felt there should be
general equality among everyone. But, I had no general
philosophy to strive for."
Following an "undesirable" discharge from the Army
in 1969, Pulley moved to Chicago and worked his way up
the Socialist Workers Party ladder, running for vice
president on the party’s national ticket in 1972.
In light of his defeat eight years ago and his
presidential bid this year, Pulley was asked why he and
his party did not concentrate more on making political
gains on the local and state levels rather than on a
national level.
"I think it would be incorrect to do that," Pulley said,
who also made an unsuccessful bid in last spring’s
Chicago mayoral race. "The main problems confronting
people in this country are not at all local. Most arise from
national policies.
"The policies involve life-and-death questions. The
question of the’draft, the question of the war, the question
of inflation - all come from national policies of the
government.

"There has to be an attack on all levels."
Concerning the other candidates involved in the 11)80
presidential campaign, the "capitalist" candidates, as
Pulley labels them, the worker-candidate’s evaluation of
each is similar.
On President Carter:
"A demagogue," Pulley snorted. "A representative of
the big businesses."
On Sen. Edward M. Kennedy:
"The same. A demagogue and a representative of big
business," Pulley parroted laughingly. "But, he’s a
member of the ruling class, whereas Carter isn’t."
On Ronald Reagan:
"Well, Reagan is also a demagogue, although he’s a
little more open about his plan to assault the livine
standard of working people," Pulley answered. "He’s for
a bigger military budget and he’s for a smaller outlay of
funds for socially needed programs.
"But, there’s no qualitative difference between any of
them. They follow the same approach.
"Nothing they are contemplating is designed to ease
the drive to get a greater portion of the wealth by the giant
corporations from the American working people," Pulley
stated, blaming "huge" profits from oil companies as the
main cause of most of today’s problems.
If he were elected tomorrow, Pulley said his first
priority as president would be to take stronger measures
to fight inflation.
"I think the first thing that must be done," Pulley
responded quickly, as though he had been asked the same
question countless times before, "is that there should be
an automatic cost-of-living clause in the contracts of
every single worker.
"This should also be done in regard to the elderly.
those living on fixed incomes, on welfare and so on. To do
anything else is to allow the living standard of people to be
pushed back in the face of inflation.
"There’s no way you can end inflation as long as you
have the private profit system dominating the economy.
Our goal is to bring about the nationalization of all the big
industries the steel, the oil, the automobile, the rail
industry, all of them and simply get them to produce to
meet human needs.
"Once that is done, there is motivation to provide
goods as cheaply and as widely as possible."
Pulley’s plans also call for democratically elected
boards of directors to run different areas of the nation’s
economy. Members of these workers’ councils would be
subject to recall at any moment.
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LET YOUR SPIRITS SOAR
at the

Tickets $10
Cal 277-3357
6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

94th AERO SQUADRON

available at
Alen Hall
352 S. 10th

MEI TUESDAYS: "NUTS & BOLTS NIGHT." A different twist in meeting new I=1
people.
ME
WEDNESDAYS:
rig
LADIES NIGHT. Special drink prices for all ladies: all
MIN
imm THURSDAYS: "BEAT THE CLOCK." Our drink prices start low and En
change as the hours tick by.

Ole!
EL HAPPY BURRITO

MI FRIDAYS: BUSINESSPERSON’S COCKTAIL HOUR. 3 until 6 p.m.
Unwind as you enjoy our hors d’oeuvres and special happy hour prices.
SATURDAYS: SPECIAL SPIRITS NIGHT. Each hour we offer one of or1111.
INN
Mil many house specialties at very special prices.
("PLUS: DANCING FROM 8 P.M. TUES., WED., THURS., AND SUN.
FROM 9 P.M. FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS

IT ALI, HAPPENS .AT TIIE

invites you to spice up your life.
Come and Hy our great variety of
Mexican food.

Every Mon. & Tues.
Laugh Your Ass Off!
April 10th
$1.00 Well Tequila Night
April 13th
Welcome Back Poker Face

1

736-0921

The Country Store Saloon

NMI

Every Night is a Unique Experience
MONDAYS: Enjoy your favorite sports and cocktails while viewing our
WIDE SCREEN TV.

Flautas
Enchiladas

Tostadas
Tamales

READY ROOM
111=

at the

94th AERO SQUADRON:

Sandwiches and more.
Take Out Available.

DOUBLE TROUBLE HAPPY HOUR
Doubles for the price of singles

Conveniently located ... Corner of San Fernando & 4th
(across from Library North)

7 days a week

8:00 to 8:00

289-8590

Cocktails and Dancing

Nis

son
ono

WEEKDAYS 4:30 until 6 p.m.
DINNER SERVED NIGHTLY
IN THE OFFICER’S MESS from 5 p.m.
so
RESERVATION ADVISED
1160 Coleman Ave., San Jose Phone 287-6150

157W. El Camino, Sunnyvale, CA.

Ent

feature

April 10

Boxing gym teaches kids respect, confidence
There isn’t much for kids to do in downtown San Jose anymore. But
the Eastside Athletic Club, located at 94 E. Santa Clara St., is attracting
kids and teaching them self-confidence and self-respect, which they ordinarily would not receive on the streets.
The Eastside Athletic Club is a boxing gym, and some of the young
fighters there are already among the best in the western United States,
.according to Manuel "Manny" Salazar, who manages the club.
The club has approximately six to eight young fighters ranging from
ages 8 to 19 who work out regularly there. Four of the eight fighters are
truly -developed," according to Salazar.
Salazar, who works for In-Flight Services at San Jose Airport, said,
’The attitude ( of the kids must be very important. Otherwise they get
overconfident. That’s how they get hurt."
Salazar, who works extensively with the kids at the club, says the
facility helps keep them off the streets.
In his training programs, Salazar stresses to the kids not to get
smart, especially with me.
"In training," he said, -the kids have to be strict with themselves,
and judge for themselves what they’re doing." Salazar says he teaches
them the fundamentals of boxing and they apply them in the ring.
"Some kids have problems," he said. "In fact, almost everyone here
cried before they got in the ring. I thought about that."
Salazar said as a result he tries to relate to their problems and
develop their characters. "You may think I’m greedy, but I want to
develop them myself," he said. "Now they’ve got confidence in themselves."
Salazar said some of the kids have been in trouble with the law or at
school. "If they don’t respond here," he said, "then they won’t respond in
the outside iworld. I try to relate all this to their outside life.
"You see," Salazar continued, "there’s no way out of the ring. Reality
faces them there. Right now, they’re learning spirit and self-respect. It
takes time."
The building, from the outside, is not much to look at. In fact, it could
be easily missed, for the entrance is boxed in between two other
businesses.
On entering, one must proceed up an old flight of stairs with a steel
railing running up the middle. The paint on the walls is cracked and
chipped and badly in need of a new coat.
At the top of the stairs there is a sign, which looks as though it’s been
there quite a while, which reads, "This building donated by Hank Coca to
the Eastside Athletic Club."
An entrance to a large room is visible upon reaching the top of the
stairs. The room is a gym with a boxing ring set in the middle of it.
The large room is thriving with kids of all sizes and shapes. Some are
jumping rope at hummingbird pace, while others are vigorously doing
pushups and situps, their muscles tightening and veins bulging.
Two very young -men" with boxing gloves fastened securely to each
fist and donning protective headgear, proceed confidently and slowly into
the ring from different corners.
On a signal from trainer Salazar, the two young fighters approach
each other with cool, calm decisiveness.
Each young man’s eyes look hard and determined, and illuminate
intense concentration on the other fighter.
In the next instant, they are jabbing and punching furiously at one
another, neither giving ground. The tenacity and skill with which they
fight is unusual for young men of their ages: John Balcazar is 8 years old
and Sal Gonzales is 9 years old.
Balcazar has been fighting for two years and already has three interstate titles and a record of 22 wins with six losses. In his entire 28
fights, he has suffered only one bloody nose, which is a remarkable
statistic when compared to other fighters of his age, according to Fred
Balcazar, John’s father.
Francisco "Paco" Perez, 15 years old, of San Jose High School, had
only fought six times officially before he won his first interstate title last
December.
Perez’s opponent in the interstate championship fight outweighed him
by 6 pounds and had 40 official fights under his belt. Perez defeated him
by unanimous decision.
"He was good," Perez said. "That was my hardest fight. Before that

’1 want to beat him...
...no matter what it takes’
fight, I really didn’t have any confidence in myself. Now I do.
"I want to go on as a fighter). I want to fight in the ( world) Olympics
first and then hopefully go professional," he added.
What is on Perez’s mind when he steps into the ring? "I want to beat
him," Perez said, "no matter what it takes."
Asked what his strategy is when he steps into the ring with another
fighter, Balcazar, eyes beaming, replied, "I try to knock him out. I
always try to throw rights on him. My power punches are rights and
lefts."
At the Jr. Golden Mittens Invitational Boxing Show in Santa Rosa in
February, Balcazar won a unanimous decision over his opponent, Robert
Kroll, of Alaska, age 10.
Carlos Perez, 13, improved his record to 6-4 when he won a technical
knockout in the second round over his opponent, Richie Lewis, 14, also of
Alaska.
Sammy Gonzales, 11, of Peter Burnett Junior High School, also has an
interstate title )..,hich he won by decision in January. He boasts a record of
8-2.
"I like to fight," he said, "and I want to learn to fight better." He also
wants to "become rich and famous" as a professional fighter.
Reno Zerpoli, 19, graduated from Monterey High School and has a
record of 6-2. He has been fighting for two years.
Zerpoli is an extremely aggressive fighter and powerful puncher but
"It got to my head," he said. "I got overconfident. Getting in shape is the
most important thing right now "
The building where the Eastside Athletic Club is located is owned by
Hank Coca. Coca lets the kids and Salazar use the building for free and
said he has "never applied to anyone for funds" to renovate the old
building because he can’t afford to.
"All of the credit for the club goes to Manny," Coca said.
According to Fred Balcazar, "All of his (Salazar’s) money goes to the
kids. He is very devoted to them and they look up to him like a father.
"Manny is simply fantastic with these kids," he added.
All of the fighters in the Eastside Athletic Club are registered with the
Amateur Athletic Union ( AAU), and their families chip in to pay the $500
yearly insurance for the entire group of fighters.

photos by: David Flemate
text by: Brian Wirth
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SJSU takes gold medal
in college choral festival
by Ron Regalia
The SJSU Choraliers
received the first gold
medal ever awarded at the
Collegiate Choral Festival
in Mexico City for their
performances April 2-7.

The 22-member group,
directed by SJSU music
professor Charlene Archibeque, was rated above
six other American choirs
in winning the merit-based
award.

The lesiva’ was the
first international cornpetiton for the choraliers in
Archibeque’s 10 years as
director.
Medals at the annual
festival, first held in 1978,

are awarded for quality of
performance and do not
rank competitors, Archibeque said.
The highest rated
choirs in previous years
received silver medals, as
did Santa Barbara College
last week.
The SJSU choir sang
last Saturday in the
Nezahualcoyotl Theater on
the University of Mexico
campus and easter Sunday

composed largely of music
in the National Cathedral.
Their performances majors, include Laurie
six
-voice
included
a
Tvedt, Sandy Petersen,
madrigal by Hans Leo Don Embree, Lori Glaze,
Hassler and a work by 20th Kelly Harper, Bill Goldeen,
century German composer Kerry Field, Neil Knutsen,
Hugo Distler.
Tom Moore, Louis De La
The choirs were judged Rosa, Ann Finch, Dan
by a team of international Hoggatt,
Daneale
judges, headed by com- Preshaw, Bryan Walter,
poser Samuel Adler of the Patti Conner, Lisa WinEastman School of Music berg, Jayne Coates, Lorri
in Rochester, New York.
Alexander, Bruce Koliha,
The SJSU choraliers, Rodger Pfingston, Chris

Hebert and John Wack.
The choir gave 45 doorto-door performances in
December and sang a
benefit concert in March to
help finance the trip.
Archibeque directed a
Bay Area -based choir,
mostly SJSU students, to
first place in the International Choral Cornpetiton in Holland in 1974
Archibeque said the
Mexico City victory was

"more exciting" because
of the difficulties the group
overcame in winning the
award.
The Choraliers started
slow last fall and have
"worked very hard" since,
she said. Fundraising has
also been a problem, Archibeque added.
The Choraliers will
sing at Saint Andrews
Church in Saratoga Friday,
April 18 at 8 p.m.

classifieds
Announcements

Summer 0, year

SANK YO STO 1850 stereo cassette
Dolby switch. Cr02/14Cr boas

OVERSEAS JOBS

deck

round.

and automatic shut off. Excellent
canditson. 6170.Call 27711652 after 7

Australia. Asia. etc. All belds. 5500
to 51,300 monthly. Epenses paid.
Sightseeing For free into. write IJC.

p M.

Europe.

America,

S

426 Begonia. Corona Del Mar. CA
WANTED. Baseball cards, year.
books and world series programs,
statues.
Mons
autographs.
memorabo ha QUICK CASH. See Dr.
Lapin, Bus. Tower 763, or call 037-

2 APTS. and S sep. bdrms. Large lot.
attractive colonial at 420 S. SM St.
594.000 Call agent at 395 4401. lv
a pen, ,Om in

0191

TWIN beds. One maple. 030. One
vinyl with headboard, MS. Both have
used mattresses. Call (415)791 5318

STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
your mouth and save money too
Enroll now!. Information at A.S
Hire. or call 371.611111.
Recycling
Gardens
SPARTAN
enter is open this semester Wed.,
11 am mm and Sat and Sun., 10am
pm

We collect newspaper, card
board, glass, aluminum and tin
cans. (please flatten), motor cool and
utomobole batteries. We’re across
from Spartan Stadium On the corner
S 7th and Humbolt Ms. Bring
your recyclables and come out and

92628.
EASY extra income
envelopes
stuffing

BASS Fender Precosion with case
Walnut finish. excellent condition
5375 or offer Call 267 3986

Guaranteed
Send self addressed, stamped en
velope TO DEXTER ENTERPRIS
ES, 3039 Shrine Pl., Los Angeles, CA

TRIP for two to Tahoe, Reno or
Hotel of choice.
Vegas for sale
casino package worth SIM. Total
value of deal worth 0300. Call 279
9619. ask for Ksrk. 0150.

Sell

12

years

Top

experience.

commossoons paid on advance 5 hour
day. Will ton Call 069 1521

Two

it
Internshop
Planning Training

CAMPUS
Financial

OLSON’S

houses

across

LODGINGS
street from

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUE.
Great guys and gals. Kitchen, game
room, color TV. linen and maid
fireplace,
service,
courtyard,
Izarkong. 145 per week shared. 565

WORK available now on Southwest
Cupertsno,
Eastside,
San
Jose.

usi be happy to rap more with you
n Friday nights from 7 to 10 on the
rermakers Pub, next door to the

207 South 11th
Per week stogie
Street. Office 122 North 0th St. Call

Saratoga and Sunnyvale. Fleoble
hours. Apply on person at 210 South
1st No. 2215 or call 297 4664. Over 12,

998.0223.

.ture

own car

serious student wanted to share 2

CAB drivers needed. Full and part
time drivers and dospatchers. Must
be 25 years of age or older. Male and

bdrm.. 2 Da apt. near Westgate. 10
15 mon from campus. $170 plus 1/2
utilitses. Includes pool and laundry
lacolotoes. Call 357 8936 after II p.m.

to meet, learn about
and each other and
issues We meet in
levant Social
fir S U. at S p.m every Thurs in

oppor funny
hemselyes

:ouncol

Chambers

3/13

RAP

3/20 (7 15 p m.1 Group
mina to Drama Production, 3,71
lye Entertainment, 4/3 speaker
esboan Ca.. meets 7 30 p m
Yednesdays in the Women’s Center
(,coup.

’or more onforrnation on any of our
vents, Call 279 GAYS.
EVANGELICALS Concerned has a
tiON study for gay men and women,
Wednesdays. 2276 Maywood Are.
’.0. Box INS, San Jose 95109. Call
98 0755.
Services:
COUNSELING
JSU
.vallable to all students who would
be help with vocabonal, personal
r academic concerns. Come see us
our new off ice in Room 323, Ad
onnstration Buslchng. 7th and San
ernando streets. Call 277 2964.

CALL 249.5275.

shifts available.
Kong Cabal 293 9044.
female.

All

Call

WORLD 20,

ExChange references
Pala? 295 7438.

Box

JIMISt
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA!
L ittle rap
Fantastic Tips. Pay.
51,600 to 53,600 summer Thousands
restaurants,
Casino’s.
needed
ranches, cruisers, rafting, etc Send
04.05 for application, information,

NOW
FRONTIER
AMUSEMENT PARK.
terry Road

VILLAGE
44I5 Mon

SJSU.

Prorate

entrance.

early

in

paper

in

your

Eperoenced

required

Ecellent pay,

worldwide

SELF HYPNOSIS TRAINING
Improve concentratson and study
skills Learn memory recall, control
Special student rates. Call

stress

3490503.

Stereo

!MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!!
Get the best for less from A.E. AU
ENTERPRISES
is
SJSU’s
1310
electronics
consumer
complete
service

buying

of

brands

with

nearly

Shipped direct from wholesale dos
fributors to your door in Ito III days!
for complete price
quotes or more info, SMWFS, 10 to
10. Ask for KEN Look to A E for the

TYPING. A

, neatness and

deadlines guaranteed Expenencea
in masters, reports, dissertations
by

Department

SJSU

IBM Sel

Blossom

II

Valley

Graduate
South San
area. Call

Janet at 237 9525.
TYPING: Term PPerS, resume,
letters, etc
wag. and up 111M
All
work
Selectric.
Correcting
proofread.

Call

Kitty

at

238 3099

after 3 p.m. please.
PROFESSIONAL exp. typal. Fast
IBM Scion

accurate, reasonable.
trIo. Call 3521000.

ING
Connie and Gary 9670792

,

TYPING Thesis, term papers. etc
Epenermed and last Reasonable

tape, check with us for BIG DIS
COUNTS on over 250 mafor brands

rates. Call 2691674.

of equipment. Good prices available
on lust about EVERYTHING Cur
reel, honest Information given on

PROFESSIONAL editing. Theses.
dossertaloons. etc Reasonable. Call
Ms Bernell at 374 7087

etc.
quality,
We
a complete line of
and
lots
loudspeakers
quality
WHOLESALE to the public Our
speakers use the same components

TYPING by Kathy. P
nopereenced. Selectroc II, Call 964
11370,

that most of the highly popular and
advertised systems use Out at 1/3 to

TYPING.
My form can handle
anything from one letter to large

I/3

mail

2

3

65
66
67
68

Barked
Melba
Another name
Prairie
Pied -a-Wild cat of
South America
Measure
Worked in the
garden
Fish
delicacies
Letters

21 Nobel Peace
Prize winner of
1949
23 French fashion
magazine
25 Wood knot
26 Musical show of
a type
27 Conscious
29 Prevent
30 Relative of 61
Across
31 Joint
33 New England
street name
37 Mummer’s
disguise
38 -The Traveler"
41 Gauche
42 Woolly
44 Summons
45 Pleasing and
simple
47 Tree
48 Pete of folk
ballad fame
52 Tub
53 Kitchen staple
54 Communique of
a sort
55 Tree: Prefix
57 Narrow track
58 Early movie
name
59 Anglo-Saxon
letters
62 Take place

DOWN
1 Popular adjective of admen
2 Not in use
3 Earth sci.
4 Rises
5 Currently
6 Gold, along the
Ebro
7 Bluejackets
8 Bracelet of a
sort
9 Cutting
implement
10 Antiseptic.compound: Prefix
11 Journey for
Starship
Enterprise
12 In this case
15 Caddoan-speaking Native
American
17 Whip

4

6

7

8

10

11

29

ME

12

13
16

18

19

performance,
manufacture

the cost

warranty

Full

with

manufacturers
service

local

manufactionng
and
Showroom
lac hties
on
San
Jose
Sounds
Unogue, 262 11793 Open rues Fri..

UNWANTED hair removed
Specks lost.
Conf gent...
355
S.
Baywoof Ave. San Jew Call 247

25

or
at

35

THE
Call
rates.
EXECUTIVE’S ASSISTANT at MO
11411.

40

lists

Reports,

manual

resumes.

Quality

work

.

27

32
36

38
111

reasonable

43
47

46

48

49

Selecfric II
Theses. etc
Words
Unhonoted. Call Val at 968 9303

52

7484

Don’t get too stoned in litho class.

be taken to the ’single, Cuzco. Machu
Picchu. Lake ’Talc.. Lima and
19 June 4
much more.
Dales

WOULD like to fond female lo be
a

handicapped

man.

If

in

Your lOsnuf

Kenny

FORTUNES

await

attractive

b.... Call Kim at 996 0503.
FULL

or

part

tome

position.

WHAT is the onocon I le,gel of Alpha
Pho FRED

August. Campus site Arequipa, the
city of eternal springtime. This will
be a total iihrnersoon eaperrence on

GAMMA Ph, Beta pledges present
Keepsake Easter camdy oar sale on

Peruvoan culture with up lo 9 units of
academic credit oflered For more
information. contact Dr Roland J
Hamilton. Departmeno of Foreign

front of S U., 3/20. 21. 24 and 25
DO YOU WANT some adv.? Do
you want to settle an argument? Da
you want to get someone elses
opinion? Then write: Dear John.
Now you can gel "A man’s point of
new. Include any name and address
you choose All replys are mailed to
you and are held in strictest con
laden. So, for advoce, wrote Dear

Languages. Telephone 377 3576.

Transportation

1.1.0. Center, Call 3714010

and 10 p.m

formation. send 53 to A lasco, Box
2480 I 6595 Sabado Tarde, NO. 31,
Goleta. CA 93018

and

Ism

typo.. INV..
IBM
SeleOrg 90 cents pei page Call
JoJo at 355 3761 or leave message al
3512139.
Term papers.
S1/pg. double
Call Gayle at 767 6079

64

66
4110/80
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OROOR OURRU UR
RR00000111 OBORR
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EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE

TYPING

63

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Uhiis
MOR 11 S

books,
theses,
Reports,
using
automatic typong. Call 249 0411, S.C.

Accurate

61

ill67

10th

streets).

my inime. Prof.
TYPING
Selec Call Sue at 2471592.

60

report,
spaced

-r

RATES

DANCE ON WATER? April 11 on
Bay 110 00 for live music Call

II
Print Your Ad Here:
count appro. onsately 30 letters and Spaces for each line)

Carel

277 2357 for onformatoon between 6

add,
One

Two

Ihree

four

Ewe

day

days

days

flees

days

non.
fan

32 00

2 50

2 75

2 90

300

50

2 50

3 00

3 25

3 40

3 50

50

3 00

3 50

3 75

3 90

4 00

50

3 50

4 00

25

4 40

4 50

50

50

50

Services

_

leaching. 0,1 industry and more.
1910 employer listings
For on

extra)

Call 354 9135.

in
student to assist
teaching remedial reading appro.
1120 hrs
per
week
Must In

-JOES IN ALASKA. Summer or year
round. Good pay. $1100 to 12,000
monthly All fields
parks, lisheroes.

9th

54

408 274-0906.

S F

--B USBOY/WAITER positions open
Pa perrence preferred, will tram.
Call 377 9624 after 3 pm.

(between

John, P0 Box 21026, San Jose CA
95151
For recorded message can

_
.
help
to
5 wanted
dosabled oft homes. Flex obit hours

available all 5 days Mon thru Fri
between 3 and 7 pm, Must be ex
rellent reader Will train 53 25/hr
Call Mrs Spencer at 257 1009

10

QUALITY

INCREDIBLE vacation bargain.
Exchange with French student Gel
4 weeks in Provincial France for
5290 (board, room. visils to Par,.
Included

B ERKELEY
Typing
Agency
Professional serviCeS, reasonable
rates. Open ISO. M F Call 30+0706
or stop by 414 E. William Street,
Slone

53

ill

IBM
Select...
M.O.
GOOD
Reasonable rates Call Galt. at 363
0445 eves. before 10 p.m , or wknds

Travel

MATURE

IREDDED FOAM RUBBER
its pe, lb No knot Call ill 7454

Approved T yposf Lost.

755 MO

Jose. Call 2806161.

65

Reasonable So. Valley area. Call
KATHIE at 578 WC 9 a.m. to 9 p.m
I am also on the Graduate Office

Jose,

SAVE THIS AD!!
Before you purchase any hill, car
stereo. TV, recorder or recording

Personals

Typing

TV’s,
proiectson systems,
Also.
’rodeo recorder/cam, and games All
items new on factory sealed cartons
with lull manufacture warranty. 30
day defer., exchange wofh op
banal 5 year parts AND labor

ENTERPRISES HAS IT.

Thursday morning alter 7a.m.

2 nights at hotel of your 4110re. In

Approved

FURNISHED 2 small bdrm. apt.
"The 470 Apts " 5370 plus deposits

INTERESTED
in
subletting
apartment July August Call Debra
at 1166 8954 Wednesday evenong or

SELLING TRIP TO TAHOE, 3 days.
dudes one dinner and S80 in casino
chops Trip was first place prize Will
sell for 4,50 Cali JIm at 779 9429

Compacts. portables and accessories
toe the car, home, stage or studio

THE House of Genii in San Jose is
looking Inc a TEPPAN YAK I COOK

LUNCH waltress needed at Eulipm
Restaurant. 374 S. 1st Street, Son

For Sale

300

components,

stereo

SUMMER 10 IN PERU. Students
will have the opportunity to travel
and study in Peru E xcursions will

Street. Call Larry at 21164900.

EEEEEEEMEMEE

IMO Los Aar. limes Syndicaie

52
56
60
61
63
64

ACROSS
1 Baltic port
5 Part of N.B.
9 Alongside
of
13 March time
14 Algerian
seaport
15 Bearer:
Suffix
16 Delicate
mechanism
18 Helpful one
19 Capital of
Montana
20 Dawdler
22 Knot
24 Sea birds
25 Slow
28 Foot lever
32 Modern
34 Confederate
general
35 First name in
Hollywood lore
36 City of S cen
Alabama
39 Type of British
yeast roll
40 Bucolic
43 Former ring
champion
46 Drift angles
49 New York City’s
Bowery
50 Joint
51 Girl in
a song

vitaes, term reports. letters, doc
torates,
charts,
graphs,
etc

_
MARI
First "The Shakers." Who
knows. Next the "Dallas Cowgirls"

30. Counselong Services, Adm. 223
nape/. needed.

ebuill engine. less
Runs really smooth 51.200 Or
.asonable offer. Call 998 1575.

Edited by Margaret Farrar and ’[rude Jaffe

95112 Call 1401/ 293 1613.

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
yrs. exp. Resumes, theses, reports,

eeeeeeee call 29182308.

buolding
ELF CONFIDENCE
oup begins Moo. April 14. noon

tiles

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Charter
WIlliam

Street 110th and Wm), San Jose. CA

at 266 1620 evenings and weekends.

with

Graveyard shift. Residential care
tardily. Manmur H11, 27 S. 11th

wagon/.
than 11,000

COMPANY,

Travel Specialists. 444 E

HOUSE painting and remodelong
le
goal.,
Professional
rates. For a free estimate. call Art

Port Angeles, Wash...Von 98362.

woman who can play a good lam-

l,tat,oV

Camping

LONDON,
England
Hotel.
55
nightly 611 Elms Road, London SW

Summer lob or career. Send
03.00 for information to SEAFAX.
Dept. C-6, First and Laurel streets,

.a, is April 19 20 to Northshore
gn up now; The Barn Dance is
’,any here! Sunday. May 4. from 4
at Coyote Ranch. Look here for

voik,wagon

books

FAST. accurate typing/editing on

college Fluent in Spanish For more
information, call SJPI3 Recruiting
at 277 4951.

,9

converters

6. Sat . noon 5

Ill CLUB is electing new officers on
huosday. May I at 7,30 p.m. on
132. Make yourself
noineering
,rdo The last weekend trip of the

Automotive

Voltage

will

tutors

wildest selection of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices AUDIO

5552.

POLICE Officer, City of San Jose
Must be bilingual. SpanisIVEroglish
21 to 14 years of age. 2 year, of

appf needed

work
writing

etc
MIS... plus dep. Call 393.4285 for

needed. Call New Horszons at 244
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Area housing ’tight’
by Hilary K. Haan
If you’re looking for
off-campus housing for the
summer or for next fail,
"Don’t wait until the last
minute" advises Cathy
Curtin, coordinator for off’
campus housing.
-The quicker you get a
jump on it the better," said
Curtin, who warns that
housing in the SJSU area is
-Tight as ever," with a
current vacancy rate of
less than 1 percent.
Off -Campus
The
Housing Office, located on
the first floor of Joe West
Hall, keeps a listing of
apartments, rooms, and
houses for rent in the San
Jose area.
According to Curtin, if
somebody is having a
problem with his or her
landlord, like not attending

The availability of
rental housing has been
poor in the last few years
around SJSU, but according to f’urtin, the
vacancy rate is even worse
right now.
She said by comparison rental costs in the
SJSU area are among the
lowest of all state college
campuses.
Average costs for
renting according to Curtin
are as follows:

to repairs or threatening
eviction, the center will
give advice to students
"Basically we let
people know what their
rights are as tenants,"
Curtin said.
She said the Housing
Office has made investigations regarding
unfair housing practices
against students in the
past, but it isn’t involved in
that at present.
Curtin gives advice to
students looking for offcampus housing:
Look at listings in the
housing office list, on the
bulletin board in the
Student Union, and in the
Spartan Daily and San Jose
Mercury classified ads.
Look up and down
streets in the area for signs
advertising vacancies.

$150-200 for a room in
a private home.
1150-250 for a 1-2
bedroom apartment.
£300 for a 2-bedroom
apartment.
F90-150 for boarding
house rooms.
There is also a small
listing, she said, for free

Reporter discusses
coverage of Vietnam
by Kevin Falai’
"Vietnam was the
most exciting assignment I
ever had, but the perils
were great," former
Associated
Press
correspondent
Hon
Duetsch told a journalism
class Wednesday.
Duetsch, 44, covered
the war for six months in
1965, calling the experience
"the most intense six
months of my life."
After graduating from
Columbia
University,
Duetsch worked for several
newspapers, including the
San Jose Mercury, before
Joining the Associated
Press in 1960.
While working the
foreign desk in New York,
Duetsch first became involved with stories about
Vietnam. When he was
offered the chance to cover
the war directly, he
decided to go.
"Vietnam was the big
story.," Duetsch said. "If
you got a chance logo, you
took it."
Even though he was
knowledgeable about
Vietnam before he got
there, in order to understand the situation,
"being on the spot was
critical."
Duetsch found that
journalists were expected
to be "part of the team,"
even if objectivity suffered.
"Some of the younger
journalists thought the
journalists
’big -name’
were under the influence of
Pentagon
and
the
whitewashed the war,"
Duetsch said.
Journalists who tried
to cover the war, though,
"did so at great risk."
Several journalists were
killed during his stay.
Deutsch added.
In reponse to a
question, Duetsch said the
U.S. media did a good job
reporting the war itself,
though Most correspondents didn’t so a good job
reporting the social, economic and political aspects,"
concerning Vietnam.
Military news was
what interested the AP
most, he added.
Deutsch left Vietnam
convinced the U.S. "had
made a terrible mistake"
by becoming involved

room and board in exchange for some kind of
home-related work.
The Housing Office
acquires its rental listing
from landlords who come
into the office or send
description cards of the
units they have up for rent,
Curtin said.
Curtin said she would
like to see the office get
involved with the campus
community safety task
force organized in part by
the SJSU Women’s Center,
safety
improve
to
awareness and conditions
around the campus area.
program
Another
Curtin would like to see
revived is one that lets staff
and faculty know about offcampus housing, so people
wouldn’t have to commute
as much to work."
Curtin said she wants
to let people know that this
is not a bad area. "It’s
close to school and close to
services.’
The off-campus service
that the Housing Office
provides is financed from
the student registration
fees.
The service was
started in 1972. little has
been done in the offcampus housing areas
since former coordinator
Evelyn Robinson took a
leave of absence last year.
Curtin took the job six
weeks ago because she
enjoys the combination of
counseling as an SJSU
graduate student in
community
clinical
psychology and -being
involved in community
experience."
Curtin would also like
to see other programs enacted in the off-campus
housing area.
In August, she said, the
office is planning a 3-day
living
community
workshop for people who
want to live in the campus
area.
Students will stay in
the dorms during the
session, and attend
workshops on tenant landlord law, housing
discrimination, etc.
Curtin said there is
also a proposal to set up a
roommate workshop, including discussions geared
toward what to look for in a
roommate and how to deal
with conflict.

Vietnam

However, the press
was responsible, "in an
unprecedented way," for
helping Americans come
"toward a whole new
evaluation," of the war in
Vietnam, Deutsch said.

there.
Arriving back in the
U.S., Deutsch found many
people
"had
become
numbed to the war," and
were not following the
story closely.
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Health assessments
are now available for older
students at SJSU, and for
older citizens in the
neighboring community at
the Gerontology Center, in
the Old Science Building,
room 136. Call 277-2723 for
more information.
The Gerontology
Center presents guest poet
Nils T. Peterson and
Philosopher
Clinical
Martha Culley at a party
today from 2 to 3:30 pm. at
the Gerontology Center in
the Old Science Building.
Campus Ambassadors
West will hold Bible studies
today from 1:55 to 2:45
p.m. in the S.U. Montalvo
Room. Call Chuck Austin at
377-3775 for more information.
The Marketing Club
presents Bob Bell, communications manager for
General Electric, at 5:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Costanoan room.Call Dan
Zamudio at 364-2184 for
more information.
REACH, a new club for
career -oriented women,
will hold a planning session
for the MBA forum at 3:30
p.m. today in the Business
Classrooms, room 101. Call
Anne Storer at 255-3433 for
more information.
The Black Student
Union wil hold a meeting at
4 p.m. today in the AfroAmerican
Studies
Building. Members must
attend at lest one of the
next two meetings to obtain
voting right. Call Juan A.
Sigler at 881-1985 for more
information

Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost Dedicatad full -lime staff
Complete TEST -n -TAPE’" facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
Smell classes taught by skilled Instructors.
Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
Voluminous home -study meterials constantly
updated by researchers expert In their field.
Opportunity to transfer to end continue study at
any of our over BO centers.

The Akbayan Filipino
Club will hold a meeting at
1:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Call
Grace Subega at 277-1269
for more information.

SJSU Ski Club will
nominate future officers at
7:30 tonight in the
Engineering
Building,
room 132.
LEAP presents a
lecture
on
speech
pathology and audiology at
1 p.m. today in Library
Central, room 217.

SJSU New Age Club
will hold a meditation class
at 7 tonight in the S.U.
Almaden Room. Call Don
Acosta at 948-3091 for more
information.
The Gay Student Union
presents a speaker from
Dignity, a gay Catholic
organization, at 8 tonight in
the A.S. Council Chambers
in the Student Union. Call
279-GAYS or more information.
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A Unisex Shop
’Hair, uning

Hot Work

’Perm Relaxer%

’Jherl Kurl

Wei Look

’Manicuring

’Hair Braiding

10% OFF ALL HAIR PRODUCTS
Dumas Hair Care Center
1145 Story Rd San Jose

923-1140 or 923-1144
ramiti 111811MA, In P.,

El Concilio will meet at
5 p.m. today in the A.S.
Council Chambers in the
Union.
Student
for
the
Nominations
coming election will be
held. Call Rosa Nieto at
277-2404 for more information.

San Jose Linguistics
Association presents Bruce
Derwing, speaking on
"Experiments in English
Phonology" at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Education
Building, room 410.

The
Cooperative
Education Program will
hold internship sign-ups
today and tomorrow from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Call 277-2951
for more information.

Kermit Smith will give
a color slide presentation of
Inca ruins, the jungle, and
Lima at 2 pm. today in the
Education Building, room
100. Call Roland Hamilton
at 257-1069 for more information.

The Chinese Department will hold a free
showing of the movie "On
Top of Mt. Success" at 7:30
tonight in the Art Building,
room 133.

Career Planning and
Placement
will
hold
televised practice interviews from 2 to 4 p.m.
today in AV 308.

The AsSocated Students Program Board of San Jose State University,
in cooperation with the L S B Leakey Foundation
proudly presents

Yhe Third Annual

Pne
goodall
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Public Lecture
Wednesday, April 30, 8 PM
at the
San Jose Center for the Performing Arts
"Dominance and Sexual Relationships
Among Chimpanzees and Baboons"
Tickets are $3.50 for any student, staff, or
faculty with proper I.D.
$5.00 for the general public
Tickets on sale at BASS Ticketron San Jose Box Office Stanford
and the Associated Students Business Office .
San Jose State Student Union
For more information call 408-277 2807 or 408 277 3228

Transcending the Myths
Lesbian & Gay Awareness Week
April 14-18
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Call Days Ixoniro a weakest.

499 MAMMON AVENUE
PALO ALTO 9430r

I.o.M. Canso,. I LAMM

NOW HIRING
Distributor for Large West Coast Manufacturing
company now hiring for new Regional Distribution
Center in homecare products serving Santa Clara
County and Bay Area
Personnel needed in delivery, sales, secretarial,
salary and commission service departments
Must have a valid California driver’s license,
Be neat, aggressive, and willing to work
For more information: Call 287-8082
BAY AREA COMPACT
265 Meridian Ave., Suite 6
San Jose, CA 95126

1011,01000

STATE CALL TOLL MU 10132511117

EARN UP TO $100 A DAY
Hair Straightening & Hair Weaving

KINSH IP.

Spartan Oriocci will
hold a general meeting at 8
tonight in the S.U.
Costanoan room. Call Steve
Mark at 287-9159 for more
information.
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Call Jeff Beatty at 292-2282
for more information.

Varsity
Inter
Chrisitian Fellowship will
hold a meeting at 7:30
tonight
in
Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room 231.

? (415) 327-0841
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OTHER COURSES AVAIL ABLE
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by Liz Haldha
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PREPARE FOR

Ron Deutsch talks about his days as a
war correspondent

LIPE

Speakers:
Kate Millet, Lesbian -Feminist author
Charles Brydon, Co-director
National Gay Task Force
Pat Parker, Poet and author
Leonard Matlovich, Activist

Workshops and Presentations
Friday Night Concert:
Casselberry-Dupree, Blackberri and
Steve Grossman

Free evening child care
All events in the Student Union
For more information call (408) 2772047
Sponsored by Associated Students

